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Newly released secret
police documents shed
new light on
1944 Warsaw uprising
WARSAW (AFP) – In a German website
called Expatica, an article dated, August 3
2007, states… Russian and Polish
authorities on Thursday published a hefty
volume of documents, many of them never
declassified before, which shed new light on
the ill-fated 1944 Warsaw uprising against
the Nazis.
The 1,400-page tome released by Russia‟s
FSB security service, the Polish interior
ministry and both countries' historical
services, includes documents which have
been kept under wraps in Moscow and
Warsaw‟s archives since World War II.
“In large part these are unprecedented
documents,” particularly interrogation
records from the Soviet secret police,
historian Jerzy Bednarek, of National
Remembrance Institute (IPN), the body in
charge of Poland's archives, told AFP.
Poland is currently commemorating the
two-month uprising launched on August 1,
1944 by the Polish Home Army (AK)
against the occupying Nazis.
Almost 18,000 Polish resistance members
died as well as some 20,000 Nazi troops,
and around 180,000 civilians were
massacred by the Nazis or killed in the
crossfire.
After the ceasefire on October 2,
Warsaw‟s remaining 500,000 civilians were
expelled and the city was methodically
destroyed by the Germans.
The revolt was directed militarily against
the Germans, but the political goal of
Poland‟s non-communist underground
government was to free Warsaw before the
arrival of Soviet troops who were on the
city's edge.
The AK had expected to take over within
days but was only able to seize pockets of
Warsaw and then faced a massive Nazis
counter-attack.
The new work includes material from
Nazi intelligence, whose Warsaw holdings
fell into Polish hands after the war, and
which helps explain why the AK failed to
catch out the Germans.
“Documents from Polish informers run by
the Nazis inside the resistance demonstrate
the degree of penetration of the movement
by the Germans,” said Marcin Majewski,
one of the collection's editors.
The Germans “didn‟t take the likelihood
of a revolt seriously," but once it broke out
“their detailed knowledge of the resistance
set up enabled them to carry out pinpoint
bombing which caused huge losses.”
The collection also examines the role of
the Waffen-SS “Russian National Liberation
Army” (RONA) brigade, mostly made up of
Soviet troops who had sided with the Nazis
after deserting or being taken prisoner.
The RONA gained a reputation for
butchering civilians, but the reality seems
somewhat different, according to
interrogation records, said Majewski.
“Their role in the bestial repression of the
civilians and the resistance was, finally, not
as big as was thought,” he said. “The Nazis
tried to exaggerate the RONA‟s role and
shift part of the blame onto it,” he added.
The volume, which is the third in a series
launched in 2000, does not examine
controversies over the Soviet role in 1944.
Although the Red Army sent some
communist-led Polish units to help, most
Soviet troops watched from across the
Vistula River.
For critics, Moscow simply let the Nazis
do the job of wiping out potential armed
opposition to the looming communist
takeover of Poland.
Some historians back Moscow's version
that the uprising was foolhardy and that
Soviet troops, rather than holding back,
were recovering from an offensive, which
had already claimed hundreds of thousands
of their number.
Soviet forces only moved into the heart of
Warsaw on January 17, 1945, signaling the
start of more than four decades of
communist rule. ❒

Interior minister
recalled over sting
operation
Prime Minister Jarosław Kaczyński has
recalled interior minister Janusz Kaczmarek.
The government head suggested he had been
misled by Kaczmarek in presenting
information related to the sting operation of
the Central Anticorruption Bureau in which
former deputy premier Andrzej Lepper was
accused of involvement in illegal change of
land property status. Sources say Lepper had
been tipped and foiled the provocation.
Nevertheless, he was dismissed from his
post by the Prime Minister.
Władysław Stasiak, the newly appointed
interior minister, has been the head of the
National Security Bureau. His nomination is
the third appointment to this post since Law
and Justice assumed governing power in
November 2005. ❒

___________

Foreign Ministry warns
Poles traveling to
Croatia
The Foreign Ministry in Warsaw has
issued a warning to Poles traveling to and
presently staying in Croatia to take into
consideration the hazard connected with
large scale fires breaking out there. The
Polish authorities are also appealing to their
citizens to follow local regulations enforced.
A state of emergency has been declared
near Dubrovnik at the start of the week
because of forest fires in the area. The blaze
is endangering the suburbs of this medieval
town, which is one of Croatia‟s biggest
tourist destinations. ❒
___________

Błyskawica - Lightning
of the Warsaw Rising
1944
Sixty three years ago, on August 8th ,
1944, the Błyskawica (meaning„lightning‟
in Polish) radio station had gone on the air
with news and bulletins for the Warsaw
Rising insurgents and civilian population of
the capital. The program had been the first
Polish language broadcast aired on Polish
territory since the country had fallen under
Nazi German occupation in September
1939. The communiqués also served as a
source of first hand information for the
Allied military and their countries‟ media on
the situation in Warsaw. The Błyskawica
station carried out operations till October
4th , two days after the official capitulation
of the bloody two month struggle of Poles
against the Nazis with the Soviet Red Army
standing idly across the Vistula river.
A replica of the Błyskawica radio station‟s
equipment is on display at the Museum of
the Warsaw Rising in the Polish capital. ❒
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